Summary of Comments on Untitled Document

Page: 3
Sequence number: 1
Author: dwarmke
Date: 3/26/2003 1:20:44 PM
Type: Note
  The formatting here is kinda bad. I suggest you copy from the list of contributors to the SV-CC DATE tutorial, possibly including the special mentions of work done by you and Andrzej.

Page: 7
Sequence number: 1
Author: dwarmke
Date: 3/26/2003 1:21:12 PM
Type: Note
  Please remove the hyphens in SystemVerilog-layer and C-layer.

Sequence number: 2
Author: dwarmke
Date: 3/26/2003 1:21:58 PM
Type: Note
  "to build a heterogeneous system" should be "a heterogeneous system to be built"

Sequence number: 3
Author: dwarmke
Date: 3/26/2003 1:22:18 PM
Type: Note
  "the existing" should be "to existing"

Sequence number: 4
Author: dwarmke
Date: 3/26/2003 1:23:00 PM
Type: Note
  "languages either" should be "languages on either"

Sequence number: 5
Author: dwarmke
Date: 3/26/2003 1:35:56 PM
Type: Note
  "external function" should be "imported function".

Sequence number: 6
Author: dwarmke
Date: 3/26/2003 1:36:04 PM
Type: Note
  ibid.

Sequence number: 7
Author: dwarmke
Date: 3/26/2003 1:36:27 PM
Type: Note
  ibid. Please do global search and replace on "external function"

Sequence number: 8
Author: dwarmke
Date: 3/26/2003 1:36:49 PM
"for an imported function" is a sentence fragment, due to preceding period ".".

"of imported function call" should be "of such imported function calls"

"take" should be "consume"

"which" should be "whose"

"if context property" should be "if the context property"

More "external function" around here. Should be changed to "imported function".

"extern definition" should be "import declaration".

"external language function" should be "foreign language function" or "imported function"

"a more general code" should be "generalized code"
This sentence says "formal arguments are never coerced". The following sentence says "coercion rules are the same as for native SystemVerilog functions". We need to be explicit that only actual arguments are coerced, not formal arguments. I think my v2 draft spelled this out more clearly. Please double-check.

"external declaration" around here should be "import declaration".

"The formal arguments" should be "Formal arguments".

"the actual argument" should be "the corresponding actual arguments". (plural-singular match is required grammatically)

"a foreign code" should be "foreign code".